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Gioconda is a pleated flyscreen, clutch-operated, suitable
for windows and doors with vertical operation. The perfect
solution to be used with the Plissè door.
The operation stick will help the opening/closing of the
screen.
Standard net is black, available on request is the Grey
net.
Optional:
Operation stick
Darkening screen
Filtering screen

50 cm
maximum height 195 cm interior use
maximum height 237 cm interior use

Darkening/filtering screening
Dimensions must be communicated Width X Height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if
it is the opening measure
Finished measure: flyscreen supplied with the given sizes.
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 3mm less
than the given size.
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Operations stick

GIOCONDA CLUTCH

Optional

min. to invoice 1,5 sqm

€ 72,41 sqm

Operations stick H 50 cm

€ 10 ,28 pc

Darkening

€ 48,07 sqm

H max 170 cm, interior use

Filtering screens H max 170 cm, interior use

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

€ 48,07 sqm

Pleated line

Gioconda is a pleated flyscreen, clutch-operated, suitable
for windows and doors with vertical operation operated by
a chain.
Operating system is free, not clutched, and the stop is
positioned laterally.
Standard net is black, available on request is the Grey net.
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Dimensions must be communicated Width X Height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if it
is the opening measure
Finished measure: flyscreen supplied with the given sizes.
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 3mm less
than the given size

suggested size (mm) from W mm

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

to W mm

H max
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50 mm max. ingombro

Chain stopper
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Black net standard Grey net on request
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GIOCONDA CHAIN
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min. to invoice 1,5 sqm

€ 72,41 sqm

Pleated line

Oscura is an indoor blind system for frontal application.
It is characterized by the clutched movement of the pleated
screen and by the reduced size of profiles.
It is the ideal solution for oblique windows as it can be
installed from 0° to 90° and the possibility to actionate it
horizontally or vertically.

90°

Darkening/Filtering screening
Dimensions must be communicated width x height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if
it is the opening measure (door or window).
Finished measure: the flyscreen will be supplied with the
given sizes
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 2mm less
than the given size.
Can be in stalled
from 0° to 90°

0°
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min. to invoice 1 ,50 smq

€ 126,32 sqm

